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Dear Colleagues:

The goal of the YPSIC is to help physicians who are interested in innovative ideas connect to each other and the companies developing them, and to highlight "model" projects at each AMA-YPS Assembly.


At our YPS Assembly at I-19, we featured a table highlighting a representative from an innovative project/company. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted in-person gatherings, we hope to continue and expand this arrangement in the future.

Our Committee continues to share ideas on our Facebook page, and we invite all AMA-YPS members to join the group, found at: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1441233452841851/

Your YPSIC hopes to create small but consistent and tangible steps to advance role the YPS plays in driving innovation within our AMA. This includes connecting with other Sections of the AMA (e.g., MSS, RFS, WPS, MAS, IMG) to collaborate together.

Thank you for the opportunity to serve you as Chair. As I age out of the YPS, please congratulate Dr. Ricardo Correa, who will be taking over leadership of the YPSIC.

Regards,

John Vasudevan, MD
Chair, AMA-YPS Innovation Committee
Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, University of Pennsylvania
johnvasudevan@gmail.com

Rachelle Klammer, MD
Vice Chair, AMA-YPS Innovation Committee
Emergency Medicine, CarePoint Health, Aurora, CO
rachelleklammer@gmail.com
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